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FRAME 
The frame around the centre blocks is made up of 3 rounds of hexagons – see Diagram 2
TIP:  cut 4 x 5” wide strips for the borders down the length of the green and aqua spot fabric before cutting the 
hexagons from the remaining fabric.
The green and aqua spot fabric and the red stripe fabric form little “V” shapes, with a dark hexagon in the centre of 
each “V” – observe the placement of the stripe in Diagram 2 and in the photos. Each side of the frame can be sewn 
together first, and then sewn to the centre of the quilt.

CORNERS
Each of the four corners is made up of one A block and three B blocks – see Diagram 3 and photos.
Observe the placement of the A and B blocks – note that each of the blocks forms a horizontal line across the quilt.
Make up each corner and sew to quilt centre.

OUTSIDE EDGE
The whole centre of the quilt is surrounded by one round of red stripe hexagons, with the stripe placed horizontally.  
The spaces between the blocks are filled in with the scrap hexagons, also with any stripes or motifs placed horizon-
tally – see the photos and Diagram 3
Lastly the red stripe fabric and dark motif hexagons are added to the edge.

BORDERS AND BINDING
Press the edges of the quilt before removing the final papers.
Centre the quilt on the border strips.  Pin and baste each side to the borders. Applique the hexagons to the border 
fabric. Fold a mitre on the corners and applique.  Trim any excess fabric from the corners.
In keeping with English paper pieced quilts, my quilt has no batting.  It is simply backed and bound on the edge 
with a strip of one-inch scrappy hexagons.  The one-inch hexagons were sewn together into a long strip for each 
side, pressed and papers removed when cool.  The hexagon strip was then pressed (almost) in half along the length, 
so that the half on the front of the quilt was about 1/8th inch wider than the half on the back. Each strip was then 
basted over the edge of the quilt.  The back was appliqued first, followed by the front edge, concealing any of the 
back stitches.
If you plan to hang your quilt, you may wish to quilt close to the edge of each panel. There is a lot of weight in hexa-
gon quilts and sometimes the front can sag when hung, so some quilting on the panels and around the outside edge 
will keep the layers together.

STATISTICS:
Number of hexagons in A blocks    648 
Number of hexagons in B blocks    896
Number of red stripe hexagons in centre frame   154
Number of red stripe hexagons on edge    480  
Number of green/aqua spot hexagons in centre frame  152
Number of dark motif hexagons in centre frame     54
Number of dark motif hexagons on edge     100
Number of scrappy-fill-in hexagons    450
One-inch hexagons in binding     152

This pattern is for personal use only.
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Mary Tolman centre graph - Diagram 2/copyright Brigitte Giblin



Mary Tolman Corner Graph - Diagram 3/copyright Brigitte Giblin
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detail of centre frame - Mary Tolman Quilt made by Brigitte Giblin
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Detail of corner Mary Tolman quilt, made by Brigitte Giblin
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Detail of corner  Mary Tolman quilt, made by Brigitte Giblin
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Detail of hexagon binding on Mary Tol-
man quilt, made by Brigitte Giblin



5/8inch hexagons - photocopy on 120-140gsm paper
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WORKING WITH HEXAGONS – BRIGITTE 

GIBLIN
The larger the hexagon, the more seam allowance you 
will need. e.g.: 

• for a ½ inch hexagon – allow ¼ inch seam allowance

• for a ¾ inch hexagon – allow a scant 3/8th inch  
seam allowance

• for a 1 inch hexagon – allow 3/8th inch  
seam allowance

• for 1 ½ inch hexagon  and over – allow ½ inch  
seam allowance

NOTE:  A hexagon is measured along the edge, which is 
equal to the radius.

Try not to pin, but if you need to, use a short appliqué pin 
on the fabric side so that your thread will not get caught 
as you sew.

Baste the fabric over the papers without stitching through 
the paper.  This way the papers can be removed without 
removing the basting.  The basting secures the folded 
edges and prevents them bunching when the work is 
washed.

Centre the paper piece on the wrong side of the fabric.  
Fold the fabric over one side of the paper and hold it in 
place while you fold the adjacent side over, neatly pleating 
the fabric at the corner. Take two small stitches across 
this folded corner, fold over the next side and make one 
stitch across the corner. Continue in this manner until the 
last fold and finish with 2 stitches across the corner.

How you fussy-cut your fabrics will have a dramatic ef-
fect on the look of your paper piecing. Using stripes and 
geometric prints on the outer edge of diamond shapes 
will act as a frame around fussy-cut motifs for the centre 
and surrounding 8 hexagons. Consider whether you need 
to fussy-cut with the featured motif or stripe placed “on 
point” or “square” to achieve the desired effect.  
See example below

Paper Piecing Instructions
Paper Piecing – The English Method

Make accurate cutting 
templates in clear plas-
tic, including the seam 
allowance.

Mark the original 
hexagon shape in the 
centre, and lines on 
point and square for 
fussy cutting fabrics.
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WHIP STITCHING
Hold 2 hexagons together, right sides facing. Knot your 
thread and insert under a corner so that the needle 
comes out on the point. Sew straight across, catching 
only one or two threads and spacing stitches 1/16th inch 
apart, so that you have 12 stitches plus one to finish on 
a 1-inch hexagon – 13 stitches in all. If you have difficulty 
inserting your needle, your fabric is basted too tightly over 
the papers.

Note:  always leave papers in outer edge of work until the 
next round is sewn on.  Internal papers can be removed 
as needed and reused.

Needle size is also very important for hand stitching. Try 
using a number 9 or 10 milliner or straw needle. This is a 
fine, long needle, making it ideal for all hand work.

It is easy to hold and will not get “lost” in your fingers. It 
is the only needle I use for appliqué, hand piecing, whip 
stitching and quilting. I prefer number 10 for appliqué and 
slightly thicker number 9 for quilting.

OTHER SHAPES AND SIZES
It’s a good idea to always make clear plastic templates 
including seam allowance, and lines through centre for 
fussy cutting.

All paper pieced shapes can be basted without stitching 
through the papers up to 2” sides. 

Shapes with sides longer than 2 inches should be basted 
through the paper. 

Any shape with sides longer than 1 ½ inches will have a 
constant ½ inch seam allowance when cutting fabrics.

For large shapes, a bull dog clip or paper clip will help to 
hold the fabric and paper shape together while basting.

DID YOU KNOW?
You will rarely see quilting on an antique paper-pieced 
quilt.  Old English and French paper pieced quilts were 
simply backed and edged without batting or quilting.  
They were used as decorative coverlets on beds or  
furniture or as bed and curtain hangings.

Papers were sometimes left inside quilts made for charity 
– this added an extra layer of warmth – there is a refer-
ence to the “rustling of the quilt” in Oliver Twist.

Most of the effect of paper pieced quilts is in the fussy 
cutting of fabrics to achieve dramatic impact.  It takes a 
little longer to cover papers and whipstitch them together, 
so don’t feel bad about not quilting your finished project.  
Back it, edge it with a fringe, pompoms or rick rack and 
enjoy!
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